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Abstract – Technological tools for the mastering of insurance 

software product remotely by end-users are described. To ensure 

distance training, two independent channels have been 

simultaneously used: one for video-audio conference providing 

trainer-trainee(s) communication and second one for 

collaboration between a trainer and trainee(s) showing software 

execution and control over trainee’s working with the software. 

The proposed solution has been approbated in several focus 

groups that give an evidence of its practical viability and 

applicability. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Software for the support of insurance operations is one of 

the most complicated in the IT industry [1]. Various potential 

cases have to be taken into consideration and reflected in the 

developed software products, including appropriate interface 

for end-users (insurance end- and front-office staff). Usually, 

the process of implementing of new software (or newly 

elaborated version of a previous product) requires the 

scrupulous training of end-users. For insurance companies 

with a divaricate network of branches and outlets, it is not 

always easy to divert the staff from on-going operations and to 

arrange massive training in classrooms. It is also not easy to 

arrange trips to remote locations for training staff (usually 

representatives of IT departments) on-site. 

Therefore, the implementation of remote tool(s) is of high 

importance for insurance software perfection and upgrading 

because it provides an opportunity not only to show how new 

software works, but also to instruct/coach trainees, monitor 

their work and if necessary to correct wrong actions. 

We are engaged in the organization and technical support of 

interactive distance sessions, including presentations on 

mastering a product and monitoring/control of remote end-

user’s operations. For this purpose, we have taken the 

following steps: a) the examination of potential tools not 

requiring installation of additional software on end-users’ side 

for the provision of interactive distance training; b) the 

implementation of these tools. 

II. REQUIREMENTS FOR THE TOOLS PROVIDING INTERACTIVE 

TRAINING 

In the case of distance training, the trainer-trainee(s) 

collaboration must be sufficiently convenient [2]. For 

presentation of innovations, it is necessary to provide: 

• listener-presenter audio communication. This type of 

communication delivers the content, listener’s questions 

and enables discussions; 

• listener-presenter visual communication, where the 

listener could see the presenter and the presenter could 

see listener(s). This type of communication stimulates 

the most appropriate speed of presentation, helps to 

maintain listeners’ interest and so on; 

• presentation of software usage.  

 

During the practicum (hands-on training), in addition to the 

items listed above, means (tools) for trainer-trainee 

collaboration should also be provided to complete tasks using 

the software environment. It is necessary to note that in the 

case of classroom lessons the trainer has an opportunity to 

observe participants’ work at their computers and has an 

opportunity to advise a trainee directly on the basis of seen 

operations on the screen, including demonstration of particular 

necessary manipulations. 

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE SOLUTION 

Implementing the four European Social Fund projects in 

Latvia [3], [4], [5], [6], we pointed out two parallel channels 

operating in collaboration (Fig. 1): 

• channel for audio and video transmission (audio 

communication for trainer's voice, trainees’ questions, 

discussions and the video communication for 

broadcasting of trainer’s image to trainees and vice-versa – 

trainee’s or auditorium image to a trainer); 

• channel for presentation and collaboration (presentation 

of slides, demonstration of practical manipulations, 

monitoring of trainee’s performance during completeness 

of assigned tasks, analysis of trainees’ work and 

individual assistance). 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of Trainer-Trainee(s) collaboration. 
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Voice and video channel could be implemented by the use 

of Internet communication tools such as Skype. The channel 

for presentation of the considered issues and for cooperation 

(actually for application sharing – working with the same 

instantiation of software product) could be implemented by 

different means on the Internet. On the logical level, this 

channel is implemented as an imaginary (virtual) computer, 

hereinafter called as "cooperative computer", which has two 

controls: one on the remote trainer’s side and one on the 

remote trainee’s side (Fig. 2). Depending on the type of 

lessons – presentation in one auditorium, simultaneous 

presentation to several auditoriums, software demonstration, 

trainee’s control, consultation, etc. – the channel for 

presentation could be implemented by a variety of different 

means, giving to the channel slightly different properties. 

Fig. 2. Model of virtual computer for mastering of software product. 

IV. EXAMPLES OF POSSIBLE  IMPLEMENTATION OF 

DISTANCE TRAINING MEANS 

Examples of implementation for provision of remote 

presentations and remote hands-on training are described 

below. 

A. Simultaneous Presentations in Several Classrooms 

The simplest means for simultaneous presentation to a 

number of audiences could be Skype in “screen sharing” mode 

in combination with “High Speed Conferencing Service” [7]. 

Simultaneous presentations in a number of audiences can be 

provided using separate channels for audio and video 

transmission (presenter’s voice and image) and channel 

broadcasting presentation. In this case, the presentation 

material (e.g., PowerPoint presentation) is posted on the server 

during the session. An audience connects to the server and 

presentation is projected on the screen. 

However, in such a solution the trainer cannot see particular 

participant’s work with the program; therefore, interactive 

collaboration between the trainer and the trainee is actually 

lost. As a consequence, for distant hands-on training such an 

approach does not work. 

B. Usage of PC Remote Control 

To enable work of the trainer and trainee on the same 

software unit (program) on the basis of a remotely controlled 

computer, there are two possibilities: 

 

• taking over the control of trainee’s computer; 

• taking over the trainee’s terminal session on a server. 

C. Remote Control of Trainee’s PC 

Taking over the control of trainee’s computer has the 

following shortcoming – the screen of the computer is seen 

either by the trainee (normal work) or by the trainer (remote 

control). It means that the trainer can correct the mistakes the 

trainee has made, but the trainee does not see this process. At 

the same time, when the trainee is working with the program, 

the trainer does not see what the trainee is doing. 

D. Remote Control of Server’s Session 

More complicated, but at the same time more efficient 

alternative is taking over the trainee’s terminal session on a 

server (Fig. 3). In this case, the necessary working 

environment is created in the following order: 

• at first, the trainee starts a remote terminal session on a 

server; 

• then the trainer (having the required access rights) takes 

over the control of the trainee’s session. 

 

Fig. 3. Topology of virtual training computer based on remote sessions to the 

server. 

This way, both the trainee and the trainer see the same 

session’s screen (desktop of the server and all applications 

running on the server). Both sides are able to control the 

process and the mouse pointer is seen all the time for both 

sides. 

V. CREATION OF VIRTUAL LESSON’S COMPUTER 

The necessary working environment is created in the 

following order. Firstly, the trainee starts a remote terminal 

session on a server creating “trainee’s virtual computer” 

(Fig. 4). 

Then the teacher (having administrator’s access rights) 

intercepts control of the “trainee’s virtual computer” creating 

thus “training virtual computer” (Fig. 5). 
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Fig. 4. Topology of trainee’s virtual computer after connection to the server 

 

Fig. 5. Topology of training session virtual computer after interception of 
trainee’s remote session on the server by the trainer. 

This way, both the student and the teacher see the same 

session’s screen (desktop of the server and all the applications 

running on the server). Both sides are able to control the 

process and the mouse pointer is seen all the time. 

In the case of MS Windows 2003 Server, to intercept the 

existing remote session on the server [8] it is necessary to 

open “Terminal Services Management” window and 

positioning cursor over the existing student’s session to open 

“right-click” menu and select “Remote Control” (Fig. 6). 

The approach described in the paper provides possibilities 

for two people to work at the same computer. In the remote 

training, it is very important because, basically, there are no 

essential difficulties to arrange a video conference for a 

presenter and a listener, but it is much more important to 

enable both these participants to work at the same application 

and to correct trainee's mistakes and to show by the trainer 

good practice of using the software. 

 

  

Fig. 6. Interception of trainee’s session on the server by the trainer with 

administrator’s rights. 

VI. APPROBATION OF THE SOLUTION 

As it is not possible to test the newly developed approach in 

the real working environment, we have implemented tools 

described above in the training course for secondary school 

teachers mastering MOODLE learning management system 

[6]. Moodle environment has been selected for testing because 

it has a quite sophisticated user interface (majority of menus, 

submenus and choices) and, therefore, is very similar (in terms 

of complexity of user’s interface) to insurance applications. 

Moreover, secondary school teachers are experienced experts 

in teaching and learning and their considerations regarding 

usability of approbated tools have a great value. We have 

worked with five groups of trainees – each group of 10 

persons. Sessions were conducted from Riga to seven cities in 

Latvia.  

For the arranging of remote lessons we have used MS 

Windows 2003 Server, on which the mastering system 

MOODLE has been installed. Lessons have always been held 

from Riga – from different places, depending on the trainer. 

During the lessons, trainees of participating schools in 7 other 

cities were in computer classes. 

On a trainee’s computer, both remote server’s session and 

Skype video conference were running. Thus, the trainee 

simultaneously watched on the screen both the trainer’s video 

and the window with running MOODLE. With each group 5 

remote lessons were held, each one and a half hours long.  

VII. ASSESSMENT AND IMPROVEMENT 

To assess the acceptability of this approach, after the end of 

the course the survey of trainees was conducted. In the survey, 

33 secondary school teachers who were trained using the 

virtual remote session platform participated. Some results of 

the survey are given in Table I. 

TABLE I  

RESULTS OF THE SURVEY OF VIRTUAL CLASS PARTICIPANTS 

 Yes (%) 50/50 (%) No (%) 

Was the quality of video image sufficient? 80 13 7 

Were the cursor and its movement always visible on the screen?  79  21 

Were the movements of cursor and trainer’s voice always synchronized? 78  22 

Was the quality of sound (trainer’s voice) adequate? 67  33 

Is it necessary to see video images of the trainer during the session? 79 6 15 

Did you feel discomfort due to the presence of video camera in front of you? 3 6 91 
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Was the trainer able to regulate the pace of a training lesson? 91 6 3 

Should the pace of virtual presentation be slower than a face-to-face lesson? 50 25 25 

Should the duration of a virtual lesson be shorter than face-to-face training? 21 58 21 

Are you in general satisfied with such an environment and the method of a virtual lesson? 84 10 6 

 

In addition, views of respondents regarding the duration of 

the virtual session are given in Table II.  

TABLE II 

 DESIRED LENGTH OF THE VIRTUAL SESSION 

Frequency of 
responses 

30 minutes 40 minutes 60 minutes 90 minutes 

15% 54% 23% 8% 

 

A brief analysis of the presented results shows that [9], 

[10]: 

• For a trainee it is important to see the video of the trainer; 

• The approach provides sufficient technical quality, even 

in places with a rather low speed of Internet connection. 

 

It is possible to improve and accelerate the process of new 

software mastering by arranging trainees in groups. If it is 

possible to gather in one auditorium several trainees 

simultaneously, then a projector could be connected to the 

trainee's computer and the presentation could be watched by 

everyone in the classroom. The interchange of audio 

information is done by using Skype and, if available, Skype is 

used for a video call. In this case, the trainer can watch the 

audience, and the audience sees its trainer. For hands-on 

training or consultations (tutorials), from the audience's side 

just a single trainee works at the “cooperative computer” and 

the trainer interacts just with him/her. 

VIII.  CONCLUSIONS 

Practical approbation of the proposed solution shows its 

high applicability – rating of suitability of different aspects 

related to distance training was within 69% – 91%. The most 

essential is that 84% of participants were completely satisfied 

with the implemented approach. 

There is no need to use two computers at each of the sides 

in order to carry out remote sessions – combining two screens 

on one monitor provides a sufficient technical quality. In 

addition, this quality does not depend on the location of the 

trainer during the session.  
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